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A fast link between face perception and memory in
the temporal pole
Sofia M. Landi1,2*, Pooja Viswanathan1,3, Stephen Serene1, Winrich A. Freiwald1,4*

The question of how the brain recognizes the faces of familiar individuals has been important
throughout the history of neuroscience. Cells linking visual processing to person memory have been
proposed but not found. Here, we report the discovery of such cells through recordings from an
area in the macaque temporal pole identified with functional magnetic resonance imaging. These
cells responded to faces that were personally familiar. They responded nonlinearly to stepwise
changes in face visibility and detail and holistically to face parts, reflecting key signatures of
familiar face recognition. They discriminated between familiar identities, as fast as a general face
identity area. The discovery of these cells establishes a new pathway for the fast recognition of
familiar individuals.

R
ecognizing someone we know requires
the combination of sensory perception
and long-termmemory.Where the brain
stores these memories, and how it links
sensory activity patterns to them, remains

largely unknown. Consider the case of person
recognition: The same person’s face can evoke
vastly different retinal activity patterns, yet all
activate the same person’s memory. We know
how information from the eyes is transformed
to extract facial identity across varying viewing
conditions in the face-processing network (1),
but notwhere and how this representation then
activates person memory.

Theories for the neural basis of person rec-
ognition have a long history in neuroscience
dating back to the idea of the “grandmother
neuron” in the 1960s, which would respond to
any image of one’s grandmother and support
the recollection of grandmother-relatedmemories
(2). A later theory posited a hybrid “face recog-
nition unit” (3), which would combine properties
of sensory face cells in encoding facial information
with properties of memory cells in storing infor-
mation frompast personal encounters. Yetneither
class of neuron has been found.
Face cells and an entire network of face areas

have been discovered in the superior temporal

sulcus (STS) and inferotemporal (IT) cortex
(1, 4, 5), and person memory cells have been
discovered in themedial temporal lobe (6). How-
ever, in the temporal pole, only a few electro-
physiological recordings have been performed
(7). With neuropsychological evidence pointing
toward a role of this region in person recogni-
tion (8), and the recent discovery of a small
subregion (temporal pole face area TP) selective
for familiar faces (9), we decided to record from
the temporal pole. Because face identity memo-
riesmight be consolidated exactlywhere they are
processed (10), we also recorded from the most
identity-selective face area in the IT, the anterior-
medial face area (face area AM) (1, 11) (Fig. 1A).
Using whole-brain functional magnetic res-

onance imaging (fMRI), we localized areas TP
and AM in the right hemispheres of two
rhesus monkeys (Fig. 1, B and C, and fig. S1A;
see methods). We recorded responses from
all cells encountered. We assessed visual re-
sponsiveness, visual selectivity, and familiarity
selectivity with a 205-image set that included
human faces (30 personally familiar, 30 un-
familiar), monkey faces (12 personally familiar,
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Fig. 1. Cells in the temporal pole
area TP respond to familiar
faces. (A) Schematic: Face per-
ception systems are thought to
feed into downstream face
memory systems (3) in ways
yet unknown. Candidate areas in
the macaque brain are area
AM and area TP. (B) Structural
MRI (T1-weighted image) and
functional overlay (faces > objects),
color coded for negative common
logarithm of p value (p < 0.001,
uncorrected) showing electrodes
targeting recording TP in monkeys
M1 and M2 (see methods). D,
dorsal; L, left; R, right; V, ventral.
(C) Coronal (left), parasagittal
(middle), and axial (right) slices
showing TP in M1 and M2. Numbers
indicate stereotaxic coordinates:
millimeters rostral to interaural line,
millimeters frommidline to the right,
and millimeters dorsal from inter-
aural line, respectively. (D) Mean
peristimulus time histograms of two TP example cells (left M1, right M2) across the 205-stimuli set (FOF) in eight categories (top to bottom, far right) presented for 200 ms
(bottom) with 500-ms interstimulus intervals in spikes per second (color scale bottom). Each cell responds significantly to a range of familiar monkey faces. Sparseness
indexes (S) (see methods) are shown in the top right of each plot.
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1 subject’s own face, 72 unfamiliar), bodies
(15 unfamiliar), objects (15 personally familiar,
25 unfamiliar), and gray background (5 images)
(face object familiarity, FOF image set).
An example cell from area TP (Fig. 1D, left)

remained visually unresponsive to any of the
145 face stimuli, with one exception—the face
of a personally familiar monkey (stimulus 33).
Another example cell (Fig. 1D, right) was un-
responsive to nonface stimuli and responded
selectively to the faces of several familiar
monkeys. This pattern of high visual respon-
siveness, preference for monkey faces, and
selectivity for familiar faces was typical for the
TP population as a whole (Fig. 2A and fig. S2):
Ninety out of 98 (92%) neurons responded
significantly to at least one image (see meth-
ods), and the TP population preferredmonkey
over human faces and familiar over unfamiliar
monkey faces [Fig. 2, A and C, left; significant
two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) stimu-
lus category x familiarity: F2,18124 = 89.61, p <
10−39; post hoc Tukey’s honestly significantly
different (HSD) test: p < 10−4]. Selectivity for

face familiarity was so high that the TP pop-
ulation responded more than three times as
much to familiar than to unfamiliar monkey
faces. AM cells, though also visually responsive
(125 of 130, 96%), responded similarly to both
monkey and human faces and familiar and
unfamiliar faces [Fig. 2, B and C, and figs. S1B
and S2; interaction effects F2,24044 = 2.22, p >
0.1; familiarity effect F1,24044 = 0.3, p > 0.1;
stimulus category F2,24044 = 317.99, p < 10−100].
The effect of familiarity on neuronal responses
differed between TP and AM and between
stimulus categories [three-way ANOVA inter-
action effect area x familiarity x category,
F2,42168 = 31.29, p < 0.001]. Whereas in AM
there were no significant familiarity effects
for any category (p > 0.1), in TP, familiar
monkey faces elicited a significantly higher
response than all other categories (post hoc
tests, p < 10−4 corrected using Tukey’s HSD).
The pattern of the TP population response

was also specialized for familiar faces: Popu-
lation responses weremost similar for familiar
monkey faces (Fig. 2D, left) and were adjacent

and separate from unfamiliar monkey faces in
a two-dimensional representational space (Fig.
2E, left), supporting accurate decoding of only
the familiar monkey category (Fig. 2F, left; see
methods). In AM, population response similar-
ity was high for all categories, and stimuli
belonging to the same category, whether fa-
miliar or not, clustered together (Fig. 2, D andE,
right). Although the separability of faces and
objects was higher for AM [separability index
(SI) = 0.57 ± 0.01] than TP (SI = 0.26 ± 0.01,
permutation test p < 0.005), the separability
of amonkey familiar face cluster was higher in
TP (SI = 0.73 ± 0.02; see methods) than in AM
(SI = 0.43 ± 0.03, permutation test p < 0.005).
This fundamental difference between TP and
AM was also reflected in category decoding
results (Fig. 2F). Crucially, TP’s familiarity
selectivity did not result from passive visual
exposure—subjects saw all pictures thousands
of times—but rather from real-life personal
encounters.
TP cells express one key property of face

recognition units (3): modulation by face
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Fig. 2. TP is selective for familiar
monkey faces but not other
familiar stimuli. (A) Population
response matrices (z-scored,
color scale lower right) to FOF
stimulus set (top) for all recorded TP
cells (n = 98, sorted top to bottom
by face selectivity index; see
methods). The average population
response (mean z score ± SEM)
is shown at the bottom.
(B) Same as (A) for AM (n = 130).
(C) TP (left) and AM (right)
population response (average
z scores, error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals) for six catego-
ries [color scales as in (A)].
Significant post hoc tests
(***p < 10−4, corrected using
Tukey’s HSD) are shown for
familiar versus unfamiliar stimuli.
(D) TP (left) and AM (right) popula-
tion response dissimilarity matrix
showing the dissimilarity (D)
between all pairs of FOF stimuli
quantified as 1 − Pearson correlation
coefficient; color scale is shown at
the lower right. (E) Individual stimuli
in two-dimensional space derived
from the multidimensional scaling
(MDS) of dissimilarity. The explained
variance is shown for each
dimension in the axis labels. (F) TP
(left) and AM (right) population
category decoding performance
measured by linear classifier
performance (see methods).
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familiarity. To achieve recognition, face recog-
nition units also need to discriminate fa-
cial identities (as the TP example cells in Fig.
1D). Population decoding analyses within
each of the four face categories (see methods)
showed that the TP population discriminated
between identities of familiar monkey faces,
and only between these (Fig. 3A and fig. S3A,
left; p < 0.005 permutation test). By contrast,
AM reliably discriminated between identities
in each face category (Fig. 3A and fig. S3A,
right; p < 0.005 permutation tests). TP and
AM encoded the identity of familiar monkeys
through a mix of sparse and broadly tuned
cells. The mean sparseness indexes for famil-
iar monkey faces (see methods) was 0.65 in
TP and 0.61 in AM (p = 0.26, Wilcoxon test),
ranging in both areas from about 0.08 to 0.97.
Next, we tested whether TP cells show three

functional signatures resembling the psycho-
physics of human face recognition. First, we
determined whether TP responses exhibit an
all-or-none perceptual threshold, as face detec-
tion does (12, 13). We created visual stimuli
with different levels of phase scrambling for a
given cell’s preferred familiar and unfamiliar
faces (Fig. 3B, top). Both TP and AM cells re-
sponded from a specific visibility threshold
onward (Fig. 3B).We fit the spiking response of
each cell to a sigmoidal function (see methods),
whose exponent quantifies the steepness of the
nonlinear effect. Response steepness depended

on the interaction of stimulus familiarity and
area (two-way ANOVA interaction effect:F1,100 =
6.89, p < 0.01). Post hoc tests revealed no sig-
nificant differences in nonlinearity between
familiar and unfamiliar faces in AM (p = 0.8)
but a higher nonlinearity for familiar faces
in TP (p < 0.01).
Second, we tested whether TP can directly

and specifically support the recognition of fa-
miliar faces. In another experiment, we applied
10 steps of Gaussian blurring (14) to the pre-
ferred familiar and unfamiliar faces of each cell
(Fig. 3C, top). Quantifying nonlinearity as
above, we found response steepness to depend
on the interaction of stimulus familiarity and
area (Fig. 3C; two-way ANOVA interaction
effect: F1,100 = 4.16, p < 0.05). In TP, only fa-
miliar faces elicited this nonlinear response,
whereas AM cells failed to show this effect
altogether (Fig. 3C and fig. S3B; post hoc tests
corrected using Tukey’s HSD, p < 0.05).
Finally, another fundamental psychophysical

property of familiar face recognition is that
internal facial features are most informative
about a familiar identity (15–17). We cropped
familiar faces into an inner and outer com-
ponent and then cropped the inner one fur-
ther into eyes, mouth, and nose (Fig. 3D, top).
These manipulations significantly affected TP
[n = 27, one-way ANOVA yielded a significant
effect of stimulus type on the spiking response
(p < 0.001, F5,157 = 48.07)]. TP cells responded

almost as much to the inner face alone as to
the whole face (post hoc tests corrected using
Tukey’s HSD, p = 0.99), but only weakly to the
outer face alone (Tukey’s HSD, p < 0.01) (Fig.
3D and fig. S3C, left). Responses to the isolated
inner face parts were minimal and did not add
up to the response of the inner face. We found
a similar nonlinear effect in TP, but not AM,
when using decomposed face images in differ-
ent frequency bands (fig. S3D).
TP neurons are highly face selective, but

they might also respond to the whole social
agent (i.e., face with body), thus resembling
person identity nodes (3). However, TP’s pop-
ulation responses were weaker to body images
than to face images (Fig. 1C; two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.01; compare
fig. S4, A and B). To test whether body con-
text could augment TP responses to faces
(18), we presented pictures of entire familiar
individuals, their isolated faces, and their
isolated bodies (fig. S4C). In 27 TP cells tested,
the response to the face alone was almost as
strong as that to the entire individual (0.8
spikes/s difference at response peak, per-
mutation tests, p < 0.05; fig. S4D), whereas
isolated familiar bodies did not elicit a clear
response.
Human psychophysics has found familiar face

recognition to be robust to identity-preserving
transformations (3) but suggested different en-
coding schemes [e.g., (19)]. We tested tuning to
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Fig. 3. TP encodes identity
information and mimics psy-
chophysics of face recognition.
(A) Decoding accuracies (per-
centage of normalized classifica-
tion accuracy) in TP (left) and
AM (right) for identity discrimi-
nation among familiar human
faces (dark blue), familiar mon-
key faces (violet), unfamiliar
human faces (light blue), and
unfamiliar monkey faces (lilac).
(B) TP and AM population
responses to pictures of familiar
and unfamiliar faces at 10 levels
of phase scrambling (100 to 0%,
left to right). Mean responses,
SEM (error bars), and significant
sigmoidal functions fits [solid
lines, only shown for conditions
with coefficient of determination
(R2) > 0.5] are shown. (C) TP
and AM population responses to
pictures of familiar and unfamiliar
faces at 10 blurring levels (see
methods). Populations and
conventions are as in (B). (D) TP
and AM population responses to
pictures of whole and cropped faces (top). Populations and conventions are as in (B) and (C). Significant post hoc tests (**p < 0.01, corrected using Tukey’s HSD).
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two identity-preserving transformations: (i) in-
depth head rotation, a transformation that has
been characterized in face areas, including AM,
before (1); and (ii) geometric image distortion
that does not affect familiar face recognition (20).
We found that TP cells are as robust to in-depth
rotation as AM cells: A three-way ANOVA with
in-depth rotation, face identity, and area as fac-
tors yielded no significant interaction effects
between any of the factors (fig. S5, A to D;
view x identity x area F48,2535 = 0.201, p > 0.9;
area x identity F12,2532 = 0.63, p > 0.8; area x
view F4,2535 = 0.22, p > 0.9; identity x view

F48,2532 = 0.34, p > 0.9). Geometric deforma-
tions had no distinctive effect on AM and TP
population responses (fig. S5, E and F; two-way
ANOVAwith distortion type and area as factors,
interaction effects F6,350 = 0.34, p > 0.9).
The dominant models of face recognition

(3, 21, 22) posit a sequential transition from
perceptual face identity processing to face or
person recognition. AM is located at the
pinnacle of perceptual face processing (1),
exhibiting an efficient code for physical face
identity (11, 23). If face recognition units in
TP are downstream from AM, their response

latencies should be systematically longer. We
tested this prediction in three analyses.
First, population response latencies to the

FOF stimulus set (Figs. 1D and 4, A and B;
and fig. S1B) were not systematically differ-
ent between face categories or areas [Fig. 4,
A and B; and fig. S6; no significant interac-
tion (F3,312 = 1.17, p > 0.3) or main effects for
category (F3,312 = 0.93, p > 0.4) and brain area
(F1,312 = 3.3, p > 0.05)].
Second, we analyzed performance time

courses for five binary decoders in TP and AM
(Fig. 4C; see methods): faces versus nonfaces
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courses of decoding performance of TP (top) and AM (bottom) population

responses for five contrasts. Vertical bars below the plots indicate significant
decoding accuracies (permutation tests, n = 200, p < 0.005; see methods).
(D) Fine-scale peristimulus time course of monkey familiarity information in TP
(green) and AM (yellow). Shaded regions are the SD of the decoding accuracies
over all the shuffled trials (repeated n = 200) and cross-validation splits. The gray
shaded region indicates significant differences between accuracies in AM and TP
(permutation tests, n = 200, p < 0.005). (E) Time courses of decoding performance
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conventions are as in (C). (F) Fine-scale peristimulus time course of familiar monkey
identity information in TP (green) and AM (yellow). Shaded regions are as in (D).
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(face detection), human versus monkey faces
(species identification), and familiar versus
unfamiliar monkey faces, human faces, and
objects (semantic classification). Peak deco-
ding accuracy for face detection and species
identificationwas higher for AM than TP (p <
0.05, permutation tests). The reverse was the
case for semantic classification of monkey
faces (p < 0.05, permutation tests; Fig. 4D),
which seems to emerge faster in TP. How-
ever, we could not detect any significant latency
differences between AM and TP for any of the
binary classifiers (p > 0.1, permutation tests;
Fig. 4D).
Third, we analyzed the time courses of

identity decoding between familiar monkey
faces in TP and AM (Fig. 4, E and F). Onset
and peak times for decoding familiar monkey
identities were similar in both areas (p > 0.1,
permutation tests; Fig. 4F).
We report here the discovery of a new class

of face memory cells. They share the conjunc-
tion of facial shape and familiarity selectivity
with Lettvin’s grandmother cell hypothesis (2),
Konorski’s “gnostic unit” (24), and Bruce and
Young’s face recognition unit (3). TP differs,
however, from the grandmother cell hypothe-
sis in that the identity of a familiar face is not
represented by a single neuron but rather by a
distributedpopulation response. Althoughhighly
face selective, TP cells are qualitatively different
from inferotemporal face cells, even those at the
apex of the face-processing system in area AM
(1, 11): The new cells are selective not for faces in
general but for personally familiar ones, encode
personally familiar faces both categorically and
individually, andexhibit key functional character-
istics of face recognition. They also differ from
mediotemporal person concept cells (6) by a
much shorter response latency and selectivity
toward the inner face. TP cells encode familiar
face identities not by single cells—as the grand-
mother neuron concept (2) suggested—but as
populations (24).
Past studies have found that visual familiar-

ity with a stimulus reduces activity throughout
object and face recognition systems and have
described this reduction as repetition suppres-
sion, predictive normalization, or sparsifica-
tion (9, 25–29). These effects result primarily
from repeated stimulus exposure. Our finding
of (i) selective and specific response enhance-
ment (ii) that is robust across multiple trans-
formations (iii) in a spatially localized brain
region (iv) outside of core object and face
processing systems (v) as a result of personal
real-life experience is a fundamentally different
memory mechanism. Memory consolidation
theories agree that long-term memories are
stored in the cortex (10, 30). Here, we show that
personal real-life experience has the astonishing
capacity to carve out a small piece of cortex and
consolidate very specific memories there. If
familiar conspecific face memories are stored

in one small region of the temporal pole, other
modules with similar specificity probably exist
nearby. More complex knowledge systems, for
example, about individuals and their social
relationships (31), may be built upon these
foundations. This would explain person-related
agnosia after damage to the temporal pole (8).
TP signals face information surprisingly

fast, which might explain the astonishing
speed of familiar face recognition (32, 33).
The simultaneity of familiar face processing
in TP and AM and the qualitative differences
in their selectivity—TP functionally mimics face
recognition, whereas AM does not—suggest
that AM and TPmay operate functionally and
possibly structurally in parallel. For example, a
specific subset of short-latency AM cells may
provide face-identity information to TP. Alter-
natively, in agreement with the lack of docu-
mented direct connections between AMand TP
(34), there may be two pathways of face and
person memory: one pathway from AM to a
perirhinal face area (9), entorhinal cortex, and
the hippocampus and a second pathway to TP.
The first pathwaywould facilitate the formation
of new associations (35–37) and the feeling of
familiarity (38). The second pathway would
allow for direct access—without the need to
recapitulate all stages of the first pathway—to
long-term semantic face information in the
temporal pole.
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What makes familiar faces so special?
Explicit semantic information in the brain is generated by gradually stripping off the specific context in which the item is
embedded. A particularly striking example of such explicit representations are face-specific neurons. Landi et al. report
the properties of neurons in a small region of the monkey anterior temporal cortex that respond to the sight of familiar
faces. These cells respond to the internal features of familiar faces but not unknown faces. Some of these responses
are very highly selective, reliably responding to only one face out of a vast number of other stimuli. These findings will
advance our understanding about where and how semantic memories are stored in the brain. —PRS
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